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A new study finds that NSAIDs are no more effective than other drugs in LBP,
but may have more side effects than acetaminophen. Now what do we do?

A
35-year-old male is referred
to your office for evaluation
of his complaint of low back
pain. He reports that he
twisted his back while play-

ing tennis three weeks ago and was
placed on naproxen sodium by his pri-
mary care physician, who now has
requested a neurological evaluation
because of the persistence of the symp-
toms and also because the pain radiates
to his left knee. There is no other relevant
history, nor neurological complaints—
his neurological exam is notable for the
absence of motor, sensory, and reflex
abnormalities. His pain level is 9/10. He
can barely move comfortably and he asks
you what he can do.

In addition to deciding upon what
you feel to be the best approach from a
diagnostic viewpoint, should you pre-
scribe him a different NSAID in hopes of
achieving a better result? Do you add a
muscle relaxant, acetaminophen or opi-
oid analgesic? Is there any evidence of
one of these regimens being better than
another?

Examining the NSAID Studies
A recently published Cochrane Review
study suggests that NSAIDs are in fact
not any more effective than acetamino-
phen, muscle relaxants or opioids but
that they may have more side effects than
acetaminophen. On the bright side,
these findings not surprisingly are consis-
tent with recently published guidelines
for the management of acute low back
pain in primary care settings; however,
from a realistic viewpoint, these data do
not make it any easier for the clinician to

be guided towards effective treatment
regimens. Once again, treatment guide-
lines have been helpful in pointing out
how far we still have to go!

The original purpose of the study was
to the review the effects of NSAIDs as
well as COX-2 specific agents with the
aim of determining which would be
most effective and also to investigate
whether or not any particular NSAIDs
were more effective than others. Using
standard methods such as searching
MEDLINE, EMBASE and the
Cochrane Central Register of Controlled
Trials from 1966 through June of 2007,
the investigators reviewed the available
references. Two reviewers independently
reviewed and extracted the data for this
study; in addition, each evaluated the
quality and clinical relevance of the
study. 

Ultimately, 65 clinical trials were
deemed appropriate for the review with
over 11,000 patients studied in those tri-
als. After their initial review, the investi-
gators determined that only 42 percent

of the studies were thought to be of suf-
ficient quality to be included in this
review. Factors which limited the other
studies included the lack of data regard-
ing safety and follow up, too small a
number of patients studied, and too
short a follow up period. 

NSAIDs are the most frequently pre-
scribed medications worldwide. The
studies that were reviewed involved mul-
tiple types of NSAIDs and included
comparisons with a variety of substances
including placebo, acetaminophen or
paracetamol, opioids, muscle relaxants,
another NSAID (by itself, with muscle
relaxants or with vitamins) or non-med-
ical therapy. Subjects included were those
18 years or older with non-specific low
back pain; patients with radicular pain,
or low back pain caused by infection,
neoplasm (primary or secondary), frac-
ture, osteoporosis, rheumatoid arthritis
were excluded. 

The positive effects of NSAIDs in
lessening symptoms of low back pain
were considered small based upon this
review and to be considered short term.
A pooled analysis of many studies did
demonstrate that NSAIDs were superior
to placebo for patients who had acute
and chronic low back pain but who did
not have “sciatica.” Outcome measures
for the reviewed studies included: pain
intensity, some type of global measure of
improvement, back pain functional eval-
uation, return to work outcome, and of
course adverse effects.

Compared to placebo, NSAID use
was associated with a statistically signifi-
cant greater number of side effects but
compared to placebo-treated patients,
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patients who were treated with NSAIDs
consumed fewer extra analgesics. 

The available evidence also suggests
that NSAIDs are not more helpful than
acetaminophen or paracetamol for acute
LBP but that acetaminophen and parac-
etamol have fewer side effects than
NSAIDs. In addition, the available evi-
dence suggested that NSAIDs are not
more effective than muscle relaxants nor
opioids but as a group they did have
fewer adverse effects than these agents.
The study also suggests that NSAIDs are
not any more effective than physical
therapy or spinal manipulation.

Not surprisingly, the review con-
firmed what most of us may agree we
have experienced clinically—there is no
evidence that one NSAID is better than
another from an efficacy viewpoint. It
did show that COX-2 inhibitors had sta-
tistically fewer adverse effects than non-
selective agents, however. The authors
pointed out that the long-term use of
NSAIDs is less well accepted due to the
risk of cardiovascular side effects espe-
cially in patients with known cardiovas-
cular risk factors.

What Next?
What does this mean? One can most
likely attribute the conflicting evidence
to a number of factors, including study
limitations, lack of real-world study con-
ditions and inherent patient variability
among other factors. This emphasizes the
need for continued recognition that as
much as medicine is a science it remains
an art—a fact that is often overlooked by
insurance companies when decisions
regarding payment for health care are
made. 

Many believe in the concept of the “n
of 1” trial, which emphasizes the need to
recognize that each patient is unique and
needs to be treated as an individual. This
is in contrast to the way the majority of

clinical trials are actually performed.
Perhaps, given the implications of above
results, clinical trials will be better
designed to take into account this reality
of clinical medicine. PN
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For patients with lower back pain that lasts longer than two weeks to three months,
or with predominantly leg pain, a more specific and definable problem is often the
source of pain. Several types of low back and leg pain tend to be more common in
either younger or older adults.

Symptoms of Lower Back Pain in Young Adults (< 60 years old)

• Leg pain (sciatica) and possible numbness 

Pain that radiates through the buttocks, as well as pain and possibly numbness that
radiates down to the foot, is frequently caused by a disc herniation in the lumbar
(lower) spine. This type of pain is usually worse after a long period of standing or sit-
ting.

• Pain with certain movement and positions

Low back pain in young adults that is caused by certain positions and movements
(such as bending forward, running) is commonly caused by a syndrome called degen-
erative disc disease. The low back pain symptoms of degenerative disc disease can
become chronic and may tend to fluctuate and at times become significantly worse.

• Low back pain (and possibly leg pain) that worsens when standing or walking

Sometimes a vertebral body in the low back slips forward, causing stress on the disc
below it, which in turn may cause low back pain and may sometimes cause leg pain.
These painful symptoms are sometimes caused by a stress fracture that occurs at a
young age.

Symptoms of Lower Back Pain in Older Adults (>60 years old)

• Lower back pain that is worse in the morning and in the evening, and stiffness

Lower back pain that is most pronounced first thing in the morning and later in the
day is often caused by facet joint osteoarthritis (degenerative arthritis), a condition
that involves breakdown of the cartilage between the facet joints in the back. The
pain and stiffness is a result of the lack of cartilage between the joints.

• Pain down the legs when walking and standing upright

Leg pain (sciatica) that occurs when walking, and increases with more walking, can
be caused by conditions such as lumbar spinal stenosis or degenerative spondylolis-
thesis. Both conditions place pressure on the nerves at the point where they exit the
spine. Standing upright, such as in normal walking, increases pressure on the nerve
and results in leg pain.

Source: www.spine-health.com

Table 1. Common Causes of Lower Back Pain


